
risk%

risk%management%

•  about risk 
–  risk%is%the%possibility%of%suffering%loss%
–  risk%itself%is%not%bad,%it%is%essen6al%to%progress%
–  the%challenge%is%to%manage%the%amount%of%risk%

•  two parts: 
–  risk%assessment%

–  risk%control%

•  useful concepts: 
–  for%each%risk:%Risk%Exposure%

%RE#=#p(unsa+sfactory#outcome)#×#loss(unsa+sfactory#outcome)#

–  for%each%mi6ga6on%ac6on:%Risk%Reduc6on%Leverage%

%RRL#=#(REbefore#–#REa:er)#÷#cost#of#mi+ga+ng#ac+on#

risk%management%(2)%

•  RRL > 1: good ROI, do it if you have the 
money 

•  RRL = 1: the reduction in risk exposure 
equals the cost of the mitigating action. could 
pay the cost to fix instead (always?) 

•  0 < RRL < 1: costs more than you save. still 
improves the situation, but losing $$ 

•  RRL < 0: mitigating action actually made 
things worse! don’t do it! 

risk%assessment%
•  quantative: 

– measure%risk%exposure%using%standard%cost%&%

probability%measures%(probabili6es%are%rarely%

independent!)%

•  qualitative: 
–  develop%a%risk%exposure%matrix%



some%risks%and%countermeasures%

•  personnel shortfall 
–  use%top%talent%
–  team%building%

–  training%

•  unrealistic schedule/
budget 
–  mul6source%es6ma6on%

–  designing%to%cost%
–  requirements%scrubbing%

•  developing the wrong 
functions 
–  beDer%requirements%

analysis%

•  continuing 
requirements changes 
–  high%change%threshold%
–  incremental%

development%

–  agile%methods%

•  developing wrong UI 
–  use%cases%
–  prototypes%

•  gold plating 
–  costEbenefit%analysis%
–  proper%planning%

case%studies%







down4to4earth%examples%

forum on risks to the public in computers & 
related systems 

 
been around since 1985 

 
http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks/ 

 

down4to4earth%examples%(2)%

•  therac-25 from AECL, 1985-87 
%hDp://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks/3.11.html#subj1%

%hDp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TheracE25%

•  radiation therapy machine 
–  two%modes:%

•  low%dose,%short%period,%electronEbeam%

•  megavolt%xEray%therapy,%collides%highEdose,%highE

energy%electron%beam%with%target%

•  problem: could be made 
to operate w/o target in 
place! 

down4to4earth%examples%(3)%

•  a less tragic example... 
•  in 1995 an “abandoned oil tank phone 

harasses ma woman for 6 months” 
%hDp://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks/17.34.html#subj3.1%

•  old oil tank (???) rigged to call the oil 
company every 90 minutes when low 

•  configured with wrong number of poor 
unsuspecting woman 

•  pick up phone, say “hello?”, no answer 
•  why did it take phone co. six months to 

trace? c’mon, really? 

lessons?%

•  if it doesn’t behave how you expect it’s not 
safe 

•  if your teams don’t coordinate neither will 
their software (is this Conway again?) 

•  with software, everything is connected to 
everything else – every subsystem is 
critical 

 



lessons?%(2)%%

•  full communication is only possible among 
peers; subordinates are too reoutinely 
rewarded for telling pleasant lies rather 
than the truth 
–  do%you%agree?%

•  Not a good idea to have the IV&V team and 
R&D team reporting to the same person 
– why%not?%

 


